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Abstract

The Experience Sampling Method is a widely used methodology for the collection of self-report data.
These self-reports are typically collected through bespoke mobile applications or text messages. Recently, an increasing number of social messaging applications have introduced chatbots – automated
services that operate inside existing chat applications. In this paper, we present an initial study on
the use of chatbots for self-report studies. Furthermore, we outline three use cases in which the use of
chatbots enables new research opportunities, namely personalised and empathic chatbots, psychometric
instrument construction, and group-based assessments. We conclude with an overview of the opportunities and challenges that chatbots offer to researchers employing the Experience Sampling Method.
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1. Introduction

tion and the opportunities provided by the
collection of smartphone sensor data.
The Experience Sampling Method (ESM) is a
Recently, the use of chatbots, defined as
widely used data collection technique in which “chatterbot-like agents with simple, textual inparticipants repeatedly answer a short num- terfaces that allow users to access information,
ber of questions throughout their daily lives [1, make use of services, or provide entertainment
2, 3]. Originally designed to be used in com- through online messaging platforms” [4], has
bination with analogue pen-and-paper and a been identified as a potential future avenue
beeper [2], the ESM has continued to evolve for data collection in ESM studies [3]. Chatalong with the development and uptake of bots often operate within existing communinovel technologies. Currently, the method is cation applications, reducing the barrier to
primarily relying on data collection through entry for study participants when signing up
smartphones due to their widespread adop- for a study and integrating more naturally
with typical smartphone usage behaviour. Early
results with the use of chatbots as tool for
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Type
Technical
Organisational, technical
Organisational, technical
Technical
Data quality/quantity,
procedure
Data quality, procedure
Data quality, procedure
Data quality, procedure
Data quality, procedure
Data quality, study experience
Data quantity, procedure
Data quality, study experience

Further
reading

Description
Bot reuses existing frameworks, no need for
dedicated UI.
Bot uses existing platforms for distribution
(e.g., bot store).
Bot uses existing apps that users already
interact with (e.g., chat app).
Bot runs on many platforms (e.g., not OS
specific).
Conversation more interactive and engaging
than questionnaire.
Bot reacts to answers dynamically (cf.
interviewing).
Bot dynamically refers back to previously
collected data.
Bot integrates qual. methods (e.g., discussion)
in quant. methods (e.g., crowd task).
Bot standardises procedure (e.g., phrasing of
questions), which may reduce experimenter
effects.
Bot may reduce social acceptability bias and
increase willingness to disclose.
Bot serves as part of a group chat or as
connection to peers of participants.
Bot adapts to individual participant / answer /
situation.

[4]
[3]
[4]
[3]
[5, 6, 7]
[3]
[3, 8]
[9]
[9]
[9, 10, 11]
[12]
[13, 14]

Table 1
Overview of identified opportunities of using chatbots for ESM studies. Note that these are potential
benefits. Some require further investigation and empirical evidence. The provided references propose
or discuss these and related ideas.

vide further benefits, including [9, 11]: 1) enabling aspects of qualitative data collection in
quantitative methods (e.g., discussions among
online participants), 2) limiting social acceptability biases and allowing people to share
highly personal experiences (c.f. [10]), and 3)
standardizing interview procedures and reducing experimenter effects. Benefits for response quality and participant engagement
are also echoed in other related studies, covering contexts such as crowdtasks [6] and
course evaluations [7].
Chatbots enable new approaches to inter-

active data collection. For example, intelligent chatbots powered by Natural Language
Processing (NLP) can enable a more conversational interaction with the participant and
adjust follow-up questions, or the conversational style of the chatbot can be adjusted to
accomodate the research goal.
As messaging is a common activity in smartphone usage [16], the use of chatbots may
overcome some of the challenges faced in typical ESM studies, such as a decrease in response rate over the duration of the study [3].
Yet, many questions facing the use of chat-

bots as an interface between researcher and
participant remain unanswered. Similarly, the
functionalities that chatbots may provide to
researchers are not yet thoroughly explored.
In this paper, we present an overview of the
opportunities enabled by chatbots for use in
ESM studies, building on initial work utilising chatbots for ESM [12, 8, 5], previously
identified challenges in ESM-based research [17,
3], and functionalities offered by today’s chatbots [18, 4]. We provide an overview of existing studies on chatbots for ESM and their
identified opportunities in Table 1.

2. Qualitative User Study
We conducted a qualitative user study comparing app-based experience sampling (Figure 3) with a chatbot equivalent (Figure 1).
Our aim was to get a first impression on the
suitability of chatbots for experience sampling
in general. The chatbot focused on the basic requirements: both bot and app prompted
2 to 4 questionnaires per day at a random
schedule, asking ten exemplary single-choice
items from psychological research (self-made
items for valence, arousal and stress (see Figure 1), and situation [19]).
After introducing the bot with an opening
message, the bot presented the items’ answer
options as buttons in the chat. Alternatively,
free text responses were possible so that participants could convey what they think in a
conversational manner. The bot’s language
was in a casual tone, deemed most appropriate by Kim et al. [5]. However, as the text of
the question items itself is not to be changed,
this only was applied in introductory and end
messages. The naming, ‘MyESBot’ makes clear
that one is chatting with a bot and not a real
human [10]. We deliberately omitted any further features like an intelligent conversation
flow, to focus on the concept of experience
sampling as a bot and allow a fair comparison

Figure 1: Screenshot of MyESBot, an Experience
Sampling chatbot implemented in Skype.

with a traditional app-based ESM approach.
We deployed both approaches in a withinsubject study (demographics are shown in Figure 2). The participants used both systems
for 5 days each, starting with the app-based
approach. For implementation of the appbased experience sampling we used the PhoneStudy app1 , a mobile sensing Android app.
The chatbot was used via Skype, implemented
using the Microsoft Bot Framework2 . At the
1 https://osf.io/ut42y/, last accessed 6th January 2021.
2 https://dev.botframework.com/,

last accessed 6th
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Figure 2: Descriptive statistics on the participants in our study (left) and overview of Likert-item
responses (right).

end of the study we asked the participants to 3. Use cases
answer a survey, where we asked for prior
experience with chatbots, usage behaviour of We present three use cases to discuss future
both our app and chatbots, preferences, and possibilities of chatbots for Experience Sampling research.
basic demographics.
Seven out of ten stated that they dismissed
the app notifications more often than the bot’s 3.1. Personalised and Empathic
notifications. The perceived response rate was
ESM Chatbots
higher using the bot for most participants.
An equal number, eight of ten, felt comfort- A chatbot could be adapted to an individual
able providing their information to the app participant with the intention of increasing
and the bot. Seven participants stated that likability, trust, and response quality – or even
they preferred that the chatbot experience sam- to better negotiate aspects of self-reflection
pling does not require to install an additional and awareness which might be introduced by
ESM itself. This might be particularly releapp. (Figure 2)
Comments provided further insights into vant for research questions on more sensitive
what people liked and disliked about the bot. and intimate personal experiences (c.f. [10]),
P8 mentioned missing “The feeling that you or for research with vulnerable populations.
were talking to someone” in the app in con- Another potential foundation for individual
trast to the bot, and also that “The PhoneStudy adaptation is to provide the bot with a certain
felt more anonymous”. P7 stated “I felt lonely personality that fits the participant [20]. This
impression of personality might be achieved,
while using the PhoneStudy app”.
for example, by choice of words [21, 22], use
of emojis [13, 23], or intonation (in the case
of voice-based bots [22]).
January 2021.

in situ [24].

3.3. Group-based Experience
Sampling
Chatbots, as integrated in group conversations, could enable researchers to more systematically study the development and changes
of group-based interactions. This is especially
valuable given the increasing use and frequency
of digital communication tools.
The functionality of chat-based applications,
e.g. responding with an emoji, can be used
to automatically infer participants’ opinions
towards both the utterances by the bot and
messages shared by other participants in the
chat. Furthermore, chatbots could allow for
both private assessment and public discussion. An ESM chatbot which operates simultaneously in a number of private chats as well
as in a group-based chat would enable researchers
to capture rich-insights into the overlap and
differences among individuals in their private
considerations versus their public expression.
Finally, maintaining (a long-term) response
Figure 3: Screenshot of the user study’s control
rate
among participants has long been highcondition: Experience Sampling in the PhoneSlighted
as a difficult challenge in the ESM littudy app.
erature [1, 2, 3]. Group-based ESM can alleviate this problem through two approaches.
3.2. Application in Psychometric First, by being integrated in a group-chat, the
‘ESM notification’ will alert multiple people
Research
to respond to the incoming question. The reA further use case for the employment of ESM sponse of each individual will subsequently
chatbots could be for constructing items suit- inform all other participants (assuming the
able for regular experience sampling studies. ‘group chat’ is not silenced), serving as a reThe use of ESM chatbots could be a comple- peating reminder to participants to answer
mentary approach to traditional ones. Com- the presented question. Second, for some rebined with situation detection based on smart- search questions the collection of a single rephone sensing data, conversations with the sponse per notification could be considered
chatbot could be initialised in particular situ- as sufficient – by posing the question in a
ations of interest and the chatbot could take group chat the likelihood of a response being
over the part of the interviewer. This pro- collected is increased.
cedure would enable the qualitative collection of relevant behaviours and experiences

4. Discussion:
Opportunities and
Challenges for Research
The presented literature and study indicate
several relevant directions for further research
on ESM chatbots, some of which we discussed
in our Use Case section. In the following paragraphs, we chart a broader research agenda
by listing challenges and potential research
questions for future work.
Response UI: How might we design response
input methods for ESM chatbots to elicit responses of high quality? For example, usual
chat text entry, reply buttons, image capture,
audio recording, etc. might all be more or less
suitable and relevant, depending on question
type, ESM context, and overarching research
question. Similar to traditional ESM [3], such
factors and their influence on response behaviour and quality need to be investigated
for ESM chatbots.
Conversation flow: How might we design the
conversation flow of ESM chatbots to elicit responses of high quality? Depending on the research interests behind an ESM study, chatbots may require different kinds of conversation flows. This includes design decisions
such as “When to ask what?”, “When to ask
follow-up questions?”, etc. Some of these decisions might be informed by insights from traditional ESM studies while others might arise
specifically from the conversational context,
in particular if a somewhat realistic conversational impression is considered important.
Personalisation: How might we design an
ESM chatbot that gives a personalised and empathic impression? To achieve personalisation as motivated in the Use Case section, future research is needed which investigates
when and how to personalise the bot and its
responses, based on which information, and
so on. Crucially, the impact of such personalisation efforts on responses and participants’

study experience needs to be thoroughly studied as well.
Data analysis: How might we support researchers using ESM chatbots to gain insights
from their new data collection opportunities?
Current ESM methods typically collect easily quantifiable responses, such as ratings on
Likert items. In contrast, chatbots may facilitate the collection of open text responses,
for example due to the conversation style and
the idea of a ‘chatbot as an interviewer’. However, these open responses can be challenging to analyse, in particular on the scale of
large ESM deployments. To address this, future work could investigate NLP methods for
(semi-)automated text analysis to process such
ESM chatbot conversations.
Evaluation: How might we evaluate ESM chatbots and their impact to inform future methodological decisions? This is a meta question for
the method of ESM chatbots itself. Comparative investigations regarding response quality and quantity, the study experience for participants, and so on are important to inform
methodological choices in the future: For example, when should researchers use a chatbot vs a traditional UI for their ESM studies?
Which factors are relevant for making this
decision?
Privacy and Trust: How might we design ESM
studies with chatbots to protect participants’
privacy? Researchers likely do not control
the entire data collection pipeline, for example, if the bot runs via a third-party environment (e.g., a Facebook bot). Addressing these
issues requires a combination of efforts, including technical aspects (e.g., encryption),
organisational decisions (e.g., where is final
data stored?), participant information (e.g., transparently communicating data flow), and UI
(e.g., in-app information, user controls). Furthermore, the use of a third-party channel
might negatively impact trust of participants,
compared to a dedicated ESM app released by
a university.

Attention and control: How does the incorporation of ESM-questions into a chat application influence the user control over interruptions? Users are used to cope with messenger
notifications, e.g. by muting specific channels or checking messages in batches. If ESM
is integrated in a messenger application, the
effects might be twofold: On the one hand
the users might perceive less interruptions,
as the users can apply their usual chat coping strategies. On the other hand response
behaviour might be different and bias the collected data, as for example batch checking
of messages leads to delayed response of the
questionnaire.
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